Abstract

The PEs participating in VPLS need to learn the IP multicast group membership information from remote VPLS sites to enable them to send an IP multicast packet to only those other PEs in the VPLS that have receivers interested in that particular IP multicast packet’s multicast source and group. This document describes procedures for propagating multicast control information, learned from local Virtual
Private LAN Service (VPLS) sites, to remote VPLS sites. IGMP or PIM snooping is required only on the customer facing interfaces. The procedures do not require IGMP or PIM snooping on the Service Provider backbone links. Instead they use reliable protocol messages to exchange multicast control information between the PEs.
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1. Specification of requirements

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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3. Introduction

[VPLS-BGP] and [VPLS-LDP] describe a solution for VPLS multicast that relies on ingress replication. [VPLS-MCAST] describes procedures for VPLS multicast that enable the use of multicast trees in the service provider (SP) network.

Irrespective of whether ingress replication or multicast trees are used for sending IP multicast traffic in a VPLS, the PEs participating in VPLS need to learn the IP multicast group membership information from remote VPLS sites to enable them to send an IP multicast packet to only those other PEs in the VPLS that have receivers interested in that particular IP multicast packet’s multicast source and group.

By appropriate IGMP or PIM snooping it is possible for the ingress PE to send an IP multicast packet in a VPLS only to the egress PEs that have the receivers for that traffic, rather than to all the PEs in the VPLS instance. While PIM/IGMP snooping allows to avoid the situation where an IP multicast packet is sent to PEs with no receivers, there is a cost for this optimization. Namely, 1) A PE has to maintain (S,G) state for all the (S,G) of all the VPLSs present on the PE. 2) PIM snooping has to be done not only on the CE-PE interfaces, but on Pseudo-Wire (PW) interfaces as well, which in turn introduces a non-negligible overhead on the PE. It is desirable to reduce this overhead when IGMP/PIM snooping is used.

This document describes procedures for propagating IP multicast group membership information, learned from local Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) sites, to remote VPLS sites. IGMP or PIM snooping is required only on the customer facing interfaces. The procedures do not require IGMP or PIM snooping on the Service Provider backbone links. Instead they use reliable protocol messages to exchange multicast control information between the PEs.
This document uses the prefix ‘C’ to refer to the customer control or data packets and ‘P’ to refer to the provider control or data packets.

4. Propagating Multicast Control Information

PEs participating in VPLS need to learn the <C-S, C-G> information for two reasons:

1. With ingress replication [VPLS-BGP, VPLS-LDP], this allows a PE to send the IP multicast packet for a <C-S, C-G> only to other PEs in the VPLS instance, that have receivers interested in that particular <C-S, C-G>. This eliminates flooding.

2. It allows the construction of Aggregate Data Trees [VPLS-MCAST].

There are two components for a PE to learn the <C-S, C-G> information in a VPLS:

1. Learning the <C-S, C-G> information from the locally homed Virtual Switch Instances (VSIs).
2. Learning the <C-S, C-G> information from the remote VSIs.

4.1. IGMP/PIM Snooping

In order to learn the <C-S, C-G> information from the locally homed VSIs a PE needs to implement IGMP/PIM snooping on the PE-CE interfaces. This is because there is no PIM adjacency between the locally homed CEs and the PE. IGMP/PIM snooping has to be used to build the database of C-Joins that are being sent by the customer for a particular VSI. This also requires a PE to create a IGMP/PIM instance per VSI for which IGMP/PIM snooping is used. This instance is analogous to the multicast VRF PIM instance that is created for Multicast Virtual Private Networks (MVPN) [MVPN].

It is conceivable that IGMP/PIM snooping can be used to learn <C-S, C-G> information from remote VSIs by snooping VPLS traffic received over the SP backbone. However IGMP/PIM snooping is computationally expensive. Furthermore the periodic nature of PIM Join/Prune messages implies that snooping PIM messages places even a greater processing burden on a PE. Hence to learn <C-S, C-G> information from remote VSIs, this document proposes the use of a reliable protocol machinery to transport <C-S, C-G> information over the SP infrastructure. This is described in the next sub-section.
4.2. C-Multicast Control Information Propagation in the SP

A C-Join/Prune message for <C-S, C-G> coming from a customer, that is snooped by a PE, has to be propagated to the remote PE that can reach C-S. One way to do this is to forward the C-Join/Prune as a multicast data packet and let the egress PEs perform IGMP/PIM snooping over the pseudo-wire. However PIM is a soft state protocol and periodically re-transmits C-Join/Prune messages. This places a big burden on a PE while snooping PIM messages. It is not possible to eliminate this overhead for snooping messages received over the customer facing interfaces. However it is possible to alleviate this overhead over SP facing interfaces. This is done by converting snooped PIM C-Join/Prune messages to reliable protocol messages over the SP network. These reliable protocol messages are then sent to the remote PEs.

Each PE maintains the database of IGMP/PIM <C-S, C-G> entries that are learnt, using reliable protocol messages, from remote PEs for each VSI. This is in addition to the database of IGMP/PIM <C-S, C-G> entries that are learnt from the local CEs, by snooping as described in the previous sub-section.

Compared to MVPNs there is an additional challenge while propagating snooped PIM C-Join/Prune messages over the SP network for VPLS. If the ingress PE wishes to propagate the C-Join/Prune only to the upstream PE which has reachability to C-S, this upstream PE is not known. This is because the local PE doesn’t have a route to reach C-S. This is unlike MVPNs where the route to reach C-S is known from the unicast VPN routing table. This implies that the C-Join/Prune message has to be sent to all the PEs in the VPLS. This document proposes two possible solutions for achieving this and one of these will be eventually picked after discussion in the WG.

4.2.1. Using PIM

The PIM Neighbor discovery and maintenance is based on the VPLS membership information learnt as part of VPLS auto-discovery [BGP-AUTO]. VPLS auto-discovery allows a particular PE to learn which of the other PEs belong to a particular VPLS instance. Each of these PEs can be treated as a neighbor for PIM procedures while sending PIM C-Join/Prune messages to other PEs. The neighbor is considered up as long as the VPLS auto-discovery mechanism does not withdraw the neighbor membership in the VPLS instance.

The C-Join/Prune messages is sent to all the PEs in the VPLS using unicast PIM messages. The use of unicast PIM implies that there is no PIM Join suppression for P-PIM messages. PIM refresh reduction
mechanisms, that are currently being worked upon in the PIM WG, MUST be used. These mechanisms aim at introducing reliability into PIM protocol messages, thereby reducing the overhead from the current periodic nature of PIM messages. To send the C-Join/Prune message to a particular remote PE, the message is encapsulated in the PW used to reach the PE, for the VPLS that the C-Join/Prune message belongs to.

4.2.2. Using BGP

The use of PIM for propagation of VPLS C-Join/Prune information may have scalability limitations. This is because even after building PIM refresh reduction mechanisms PIM will not have optimized transport when there is one sender and multiple receivers. BGP provides such transport as it has route-reflector machinery. Hence a reasonable option to propagate the C-Join/Prune information is to use BGP.

We describe the information elements needed if BGP were to be used to propagate the VPLS C-Join/Prune information in the SP network. The encoding details will be described in the future.

The following information is required to be advertised by BGP for a VPLS <C-Source, C-Group> for VPLS C-Join propagation and withdrawn by BGP for VPLS C-Prune propagation.
1. The RD configured for the VPLS instance. This is required to uniquely identify the <C-Source, C-Group> as the addresses could overlap between different VPLS instances.
2. The C-Source address. This can be a prefix.
3. The C-Group address. This can be a prefix.

When a PE distributes this information via BGP, it must include the Route Target (RT) Extended Communities attribute. This RT must be an "Import RT" of each VSI in the VPLS. The BGP distribution procedures used by [VPLS-BGP] or [BGP-AUTO] will then ensure that the advertised information gets associated with the right VSIs.

5. Security Considerations

Security considerations discussed in [VPLS-BGP] and [VPLS-LDP] apply to this document.
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